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Organizational learning

Bridge Layout Navigation team on the bridge of the Palau

Position Fixing by Visual Bearings

EP 

The Fix Cycle
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Alidade N

Plotting a fix

The casualty Consequence of the loss of steam 
drum pressure

•  Loss of all propulsion
•  Loss of electrical power throughout the ship
•  Severely diminished rudder response

•  Loss of the gyrocompass
– Backup gyro out of service for maintenance
– Backup power supply fails
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Corrections 
to be 

applied
V = 14°
C is read from
magnetic compass
D depends on C

TB = C + D + V + RB

The “normative sequence”

•  Can Dead Men Vote Twice
•  C + D = M, M + V = T

•  T + RB = TB
•  An opportunity for modularity

Deviation Table�
(not from the ship under study) Worldwide Magnetic Variation

Adaptation to the loss of the 
Gyrocompass

•  Change in computational procedure
•  Change in division of labor
•  Evolutionary search of a complex design 

space

Design criteria for a new 
procedure

•  Even distribution of workload
•  Avoid dis-coordinations and conflicts
•  Exploit parallel activity
•  Avoid bottlenecks
•  Exploit modularity
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Re-representing the computational 
sequence

•  Is 3 3 5, 3 3 5. Oh wow. (Mumbles 3 seconds. 
The plotter watched the recorder write down 
the bearing to Silvergate. The plotter then 
jotted the bearing on the chart and did place 
value arithmetic in the margin of the chart.)  1 
1 6, 60, 0, 6 from 1 is 5, 250, 2 5 0 ah, 2 5 0 
would give me 2 6 4.  2 6 4, what the hell is it 
to? Ah, I know what it is to, it’s got to be 
Silvergate. Yeah. 2 6 4.  

Reconstruction of a 
computational procedure

C
RB

V
C + RB

(C + RB) + V

+

-

+

Discovery of missing 
Deviation term

Rapid changes in 
Computational sequence

Recovery of fix
quality

Exploring a space of configurations Data Driven Sequences
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Data Driven Sequences�
Enter the whisper of normative sequence

The Discovery of Deviation and the 
Emergence of Modularity

Data Driven Sequences The first fix with relative bearings

Data Driven Sequences Data Driven Sequences�
Enter the whisper of normative sequence
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“Here, add these things.”

The Discovery of Deviation and the 
Emergence of Modularity

The Discovery of Deviation
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Design criteria for a new 
procedure

•  Even distribution of workload
•  Avoid dis-coordinations and conflicts
•  Exploit parallel activity
•  Avoid bottlenecks
•  Exploit modularity

Design Evolution (in a system with 
aware agents)


